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EditorialLooking Ahead: 2015 and Beyond.Cell Metabolism turns ten this year! Birthdays are a great time to celebrate and reflect on how quickly time
went by and how much has changed in a decade.Looking back, the Cell Metabolism in-house editors and I have been reflecting on where the field is
today, the papers we have published, and how our community has been evolving. We polled a number
of readers, authors, and editorial board members and cast our own votes to identify the ‘‘Top 10 Break-
throughs of the Decade,’’ ‘‘Top 10 Challenges Ahead of Us,’’ and our readers’ ‘‘Top 10 Favorite Cell
Metabolism Reviews,’’ among other features. We also worked with our programming colleagues to
perform text mining to analyze keyword evolution in the pages of Cell Metabolism from our first issue
to now. It’s interesting to see how some emerging topics, like the microbiome, quickly grew. The high
degree of overlap between the top keywords and conceptual breakthroughs of the decade is indicative
of the fast pace ofmajor discoveries.We alsowanted to knowwhere our readers, authors, and reviewers
are in the world, and we were helped by our design colleagues to stunningly visualize this. We created
a special anniversary page (http://www.cell.com/cell-metabolism/ten) containing all these data andmore, which I hope you will spend some time perusing. I personally found the information engaging and have even been teased
by the team for the ‘‘dramatic’’ increase in Cell Metabolism readers coming from my home country of Mauritius! Jokes aside, it is
indeed compelling and gratifying to see how geographically diverse our readership has become. I believe this is reflected in how
collaborative the papers we publish are, with manyCell Metabolism papers having four or more home institutions. While the increase
in the number of labs per paper is indicative of the increased complexity of how modern science is conducted and published in
general, in my opinion it also shows that previously separate fields are coming together, allowing the field to move forward in novel
ways. The anniversary page includes all 120 of our covers, many of which have unique stories underlying their creation and design.
We will be showcasing additional interesting tidbits throughout the year and welcome your participation. We currently have two
competitions open where you can vote for your favorite Cell Metabolism cover and submit your own cover design for the journal.
High on the list of the top 10 metabolism breakthroughs was how quickly PCSK9 moved from a genetic discovery to the clinic. In
the current climate where the reproducibility of biomedical research is often questioned, it is heartening to see success stories, and
PCSK9 is their poster child. The application of metabolomics and systems biology was a big theme and a good example of how the
field of metabolism has been evolving this past decade to not only tackle technically challenging questions but also learn how to
manage and harness increasingly huge amounts of data. Another blockbuster was the discovery that humans have brown fat that
can be activated, as were the effects of the microbiome on health. Other concepts that made the ‘‘top 10 list’’ are the paradox of
selective insulin resistance, the role of FGF family members in metabolism, and the resurgence of the ‘‘Warburg effect,’’ followed
by a deeper understanding of cancer metabolism. For a full list of our ‘‘top 10 breakthroughs,’’ please visit our anniversary page.
Placing the cut-off at ten years meant that a number of the key discoveries that impacted and rejuvenated the field of metabolism,
such as the discovery and clinical applications of leptin, were not included.
As many of you undoubtedly know, the idea for the journal came from a group of investigators in the field who penned an introduc-
tion letter in the first issue of Cell Metabolism explaining why they felt the metabolism community needed a ‘‘home.’’ Now, ten years
on, we asked several of these founding editors of Cell Metabolism for their thoughts; you can read their short personal perspectives
in this issue’s Voices (pp. 3–5). We also asked our previous and current CEOs at Cell Press for the back story on the creation of the
journal. In researching our origins, I found the letter that the founding editors sent to the then Acting-Editors of Cell, asking Cell Press
to launch Cell Metabolism. As both of our CEOs remarked, receiving a letter on paper, even ten years ago, was quite unusual and
somewhat of a showstopper. I am pleased to include this piece of our history From the Cell Press Archives in this issue (pp. 6–8).
Reading the letter that started it all, it strikes me, as many of the founding editors also mention in their Voices perspectives, that
although a lot has been accomplished, much more remains to be done.
Looking ahead at 2015 and beyond, different scientific and operational challenges await the field of metabolic research and Cell
Metabolism. We highlight some of the big scientific questions in the field on the website, fully recognizing that the list is not complete
and that some of the unexpected future breakthroughs will bring their own challenges. Interconnected issues common to other
scientific communities and journals, such as credibility, data reproducibility, and engaging the public in a constructive way continue
to warrant the attention of the entire scientific community, with an emphasis on capturing the imagination of science undergraduates
and high school students early on and carefully and rigorously training them.
In terms of journal content, my aim as Editor-in-Chief of Cell Metabolism is to continue to publish strong, cutting-edge metabolic
research. The journal’s original aims of ‘‘addressing themolecular mechanisms underlying physiology and homeostasis in health and
disease’’ and of ‘‘providing a forum for the exchange of ideas and concepts to promote cross-disciplinary research and collabora-
tions in basic research and clinical investigation’’ still stand. Expanding from our strong molecular metabolism core, we would like to
see the best translational and clinical studies inmetabolism in the journal, providing a unique destination for themetabolic community
from bench to bedside. Since presentation of clinical data can be different from that of basic science, we will be launching a specificCell Metabolism 21, January 6, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 1
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Editorialtranslational and clinical format later this year. We are also planning an interesting special issue on a topic close to our hearts and will
be co-organizing a Cell Symposium in Amsterdam on Exercise Metabolism this summer, July 12–14. As our scope and audience
continue to grow and diversify, it is clear that our content will reflect this in scientific position statements andwhite papers that benefit
the field and help frame public discussion; it is, however, unlikely that the journal’s aims andmission would extend to include political
debates.
These last ten years have simply been amazing and eye-opening in terms of scientific diversity and breadth, and I can’t wait to see
what the upcoming decades have in store for us! My thanks to all our readers, authors, reviewers, staff, and extended community.
Cheers!!http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cmet.2014.12.0182 Cell Metabolism 21, January 6, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.
